


BOOK REVIEW

Title: INFERENTIAL THERAPY
Author: Brenda Savage, MSc, MCSP, DipTP
Publisher: Faber & Faber, London
Price: This little book is a very useful extra for the physiotherapist’s library. It has been long needed — the only other book, to my knowledge, is produced by one of the medical companies, and is very expensive.

The chapter on physical principles of interferential therapy is very explicit, and the other chapters are useful references for recent injuries, rheumatic conditions, shoulders and back pain, and other more obscure problems.

There is a section on suggested treatment regimes — being very helpful to physiotherapists ‘new’ to interferential therapy.

The diagrams are very clear, but the photographs are unfortunately not so — which spoils it a little. In all certainly worth buying for reference.

Paula Willcock, MCSP